
America

Intervention
Take two coins from one 

opponent and give them to a 
different opponent.

Gun
Independence
Declaration



America

Shared Passions
Draw a character.

NO/DK Fan Art



Australia

Adventurers
Shuffle up to three of your 

characters into the deck and draw 
new ones to replace them.

Wombat
Lava Basket



Australia

Royal Wedding
Choose a player with a      
character. You both draw

one item.

Crown



Porn

Austria

Immortalised Moment
Repeat the last special ability 

used.



Belgium

Organisational Breakdown
You always win in ties

(The lead seeker gets no say).

Comic



Bornholm

Loyal Friend
At the end of each turn he returns 

to whoever had him at the start 
of the turn (even if discarded).

Spaghetti Tree



Canada

Mighty Fine Hat
Choose one of your other 

characters and use their ability as 
if you had just claimed them.

Flowers



China

Vanity Employee
Place one of your other 

characters face down under 
China. They are the office pet.

Office Pet



China

Terrifying Aspect
Each opponent must discard a 

character.

Facekini



Christiana

The Good Stuff
Take one character from each 

player, shuffle them together and 
deal them back at random.

Marijuana
Independence
Declaration



Porn

Denmark

Everyone Enjoy
Draw items equal to the number 
of players and give one to each 

player.



Denmark

Enjoy Everyone
Choose another player, you may 

trade characters and items.

Strapon



England

Civility
Everyone passes a random item to 

the player on their left.

Tea



England

Mother's Day
You may steal America, Australia 
or Canada from another player.

Grated Cheese



Estonia

Forever Alone
Discard Denmark, Finland, Iceland 
Norway and Sweden if you have 

them.

Nordic Membership



King Europe

Aggressive Recruitment
Choose a player with less than 
five coins and steal one of their 

characters.

Poking Stick



Queen Europe

Failed Witch Burning
Choose a       character belonging 
to another player and discard it.

Burning Torch



Faroes

Do Weird Stuff
Take a character from yourself, an 
opponent and the deck. Shuffle 
them and deal them back out.

A Sheep, a Teapot and 
a Wooden Crate.



Faroes

The Ladies are Leaving
Each opponent must discard a        

character.

Scholarship



Fennoswede

Irrepressible Joy
Fennoswede is always satisfied.

Just being alive



Finland

...
The first player to talk after you 

reveal a bid of nothing must give 
you a coin.

Knife
Strapon



Finland

...
The first player to talk after you 

reveal a bid of four or more must 
give you a coin.

Knife



France

Bad Habits
Each other player discards their 

most expensive item.

Snail



France

Classic Seduction
Steal a       character from another 

player.

Hunks



Germany

Digging
Take any number of cards from 

the discard pile, shuffle them and 
place them on top of the deck.

Moose Sign
Defeated Nazis



Germany

Rage
Discard all unselected characters. 
(Some players will receive nothing 

this turn.)

Defeated Nazis



Greece

Crisis
Lose five coins.

Loan



Greenland

Eternal Hatred
If an opponent has Denmark      

steal any one of their other 
characters and two of their coins.

Flag of Fuck You



Hungary

Hard Work
Whenever you gain a one coin 

item you may trade it for the top 
card on the discard pile.

Work



Iceland

Burninate
Discard any number of items. Your 
opponents must also discard that 

number of items.

Lava Basket
The Exhibit



Iceland

Depths
Discard any number of cards and 

then draw that many cards.

Lake



India

Snake Breeding
Each opponent who bid more 
than you must give you a coin.

Snakes



Ireland

Dangerous Fun
You must discard one of your 

characters.

Fireworks
Tea



Italy

Seize Power
Take the lead seeker card at the 

end of the turn.

Seat of Power



Japan

Automation
If you place your bid before 

characters are revealed increase 
its value by one coin.

Robot



Japan

Yaoi
If you have three or more      
characters draw three cards.

DK/GE Fanart



Mexico

Dance
Swap hands with any player.

Red Rose



Special Party
Draw one card for each Denmark 
that you have and an additional 

two if you have Christiana

Netherlands

Bike
Marijuana



Netherlands

Gratitude
Choose another player, you draw 

an item and they draw two.

Boxing Gloves



New Zealand

Epic Quest
When you gain New Zealand 

discard your hand. Win if they 
ever gain the one ring.

The One Ring
Robot



North Korea

World War Three
Discard any character. Their 

owner may then use this ability. 
(This can happen several times)

First Stone



North Pole

Solitude
If North Pole was the last 

character to be chosen draw two 
objects.

Ice Flats



Norway

Wealth
Do not discard your bid.

Fish



Norway

Witchcraft
Swap one of your characters with 

one of your opponent's 
characters.

Lake



Poland

Redistribution of Wealth
Steal a character from whoever 

made the highest bid.

Sweden's Car



Romania

Child of the Night
Steal a     character from an 

opponent.

Innocent's Assets



Russia

False Aid
You may force a player to draw 

five items. If they win the game as 
a result, you win instead.

Nuclear Stockpile



Russia

Dominance
The opponent with the fewest     
characters must give you three 

coins.

Cane



Scania

Disappointment
You need an extra satisfied 
character in order to win.



Scotland

Freedom!
Each opponent with two or more 
characters must give a character 

to the player on their left.

Independence 
Declaration



Banana
Sweden's Car

Sweden

Seating Plan
Steal a character and give it to an 

opponent.



Sweden

Shared Pleasures
Steal a character from any player.

Crop



Switzerland

Banker's Advantage
Any three coin card that you bid 

contributes four coins to your 
total.

Angry Cow



Turkey

Wrestle
Choose two players. Whichever 

one of them bids more next turn 
steals a character from the other.

Oil



Wales

Dramatic Rescue
Gain a character from the discard 

pile.

Sonic Screwdriver



Åland

Scandinavian Badass
The opponent with the most 
characters must discard one.

Meatballs



Svalbard

Rugged Survivalist
Ignore any ability that would 

cause one of your characters to 
be discarded.

Polar Bear Defences



Vatican City

Faith
You may draw five item cards, if 

you do and they do not cause you 
to win the game discard all items.

Second Best Hat



Atlantis

Surreality
Shuffle all owned characters cards 
together and deal each player as 
many as they had to start with.

Dreams



Nazi Germany

Histories Greatest Monster
Whenever you bid nothing 
discard one of your other 

characters.



Angry Cow

“WHYYYY!!??! I DON'T 
UNDERSTAAAAND!!!”

-On Switzerland     's surprising 
security arrangements.



Banana

“Wha...But how?”
- Shock at the sheer might of 
Sweden     's well developed 
banana swallowing skills.    



Defeated Nazis

“It's evil! It does bad things!”
    “Don't be like that, Germany. 

It's just your flag.”



DK/GE Fanart

“You like slash and femslash?”
“What is that?”

“Like, you know, boy/boy and 
girl/girl.”

  “Oh, yes. I call it yaoi and yuri.”



Dreams

 “Dammit Atlantis! I've told you 
not to ride through here when I'm 

having my drunken parties!”



The Exhibit

“Look what I finally got!!!”

For a long time Iceland's world 
famous penis museum did not 

have a human specimen. One was 
finally donated in 2011.



Facekini

“Maybe you should wear less 
clothes while you swim?”

“No.”
“Maybe make the pattern less 

scary?”
“Nope.”



First Stone

     “ARRGH!!! Shut the hell up!!! 
The music is way too loud and 

some of us are trying to sleep!!! 
Look!! Even America is doing that 
crap dance!!! That's how much of 

a sell-out you are!!!!”



Flag of Fuck You

     “I know, but I thought writing 
FUCK YOU AND ALL THE HORRIBLE 
SHIT YOU PUT ME THROUGH on it 

was a bit much.”



Flowers

“If you're getting flowers that 
makes you a girl!”

   “So...getting flowers from Sister 
Netherlands makes me a lesbian?”

“YOU'RE CONFUSING ME!!!!”



Grated Cheese

  “What is this? Did I really raise 
you to be such a lazy cook!? You 

forgot the grated cheese.”



Ice Flats

“Hi North Pole. This is for you.”
      “Forget him, baby! I've got 

what you want!”
“Listen not to him, my flower! 

Nobody loves you like I!”



Meatballs

“What the hell are you doing, 
Finland!?”

     “Let go of me! I want to live 
with Sweden!”



Moose Sign

 “I always wondered why 
Germany digs holes in our 

beaches.”
“Where did my 'Beware of the 

Moose' sign go?”



NO/DK Fan Art

“My favourite pairing is 
Norway/Denmark! I, like, wrote an 

awesome sexy story about them 
and everything.”



Oil

  “A quick way to win is to stick 
your hands down the other's 

pants. Or we can have a go at 
each other until one submits... 

That is Turkey's national sport, oil 
wrestling.”



Poking Stick

   “Ahhh, Norway. The sound of 
you losing your friends and wealth 
is like the most beautiful love song 

to me...”



Red Rose

    “He has been dating
Mexico for weeks.”

“Oh, but haven't you heard, 
Sweden?” Mexico is America's 

beard!”



Snail

   “What? If you got a problem 
with it, go look at the Eiffel Tower 

or something.”



Snakes

    “The deal is off! No more 
money for dead snakes!!”

    “Well, there's no reason for me 
to kill you guys anymore, so go, be 

free.”



Spaghetti Tree

“Before we end these April 1 
news, here's the story of where 

spaghetti comes from. They grow 
on trees...”



Wombat

   “...we don't have any good 
waves to surf on this time of year.”

    “That's okay. I knew, so I 
brought ma' wombat.”



Work

       “The least I can do is pay 
them back by working hard for 

them, day and night.”



    A Sheep, a Teapot
and a Wooden Crate

   “Holy LEGO man what is that!?!”
“None of your business!!!”



Boxing Gloves

The Netherlands 2013 Eurovision 
entry started with a clip of 

Anouck boxing air on top of a 
house, followed by her singing of 

birds falling from rooftops.



Burning Torch

     “Vatican! I think Queen Europe 
is a witch!”

“ONLY HEATHENS BELIEVE IN 
WITCHES!” 



Cane

      “Whopa! Pussy-whipped 
much, Sauna Boy?”

     “If it's because you're jealous 
I'm sure something could be 

arranged...”



Comic

“Why am I paired off with the 
geek?”

“If you can't love me the way I 
am, then it's your loss!”



Crop

  “No! In Swedish. I know you can.”
“...”

  “It's up to you. Either you say it, 
or I kick you out right now.”



Fireworks

     “Aw, it sucks that fireworks are 
illegal in Ireland! Everybody else 
are having fun! I want fireworks 

too!”



Fish

*Boom*
“Maybe don't put that

on your head?”
During World War II the 

Norwegians found a way to make 
explosives out of fish oil.



Knife

“...”
“...”



Lava Basket

    “Bad lava!! Bad!!! I told you to 
be nice!! Get back in your 

basket!!”
“The volcano?”

“No, the lava basket!”



          Polar Bear Defences

“What were you thinking, trying 
to pet one of my polar bears? I've 

told you a million times that 
they're not like those cuddly 

brown bears of yours. My polar 
bears are vicious hungry killers!”



Porn

“Are you making weird porn 
again, Germany?”

“No!”
“You are now!!”



Strapon

“I WANTED PENIS!!!”
“Wait here.”



Tea

“Today is the day we will be 
breaking in my new tea-party 

tablecloth!”



Bike

    “Hey! Bike Boys! Remember 
me?! I brought my car this time, 

so how about a game of 
chicken!?”

*moments later the car is a ruin*
“W-What happened...?”



Crown

    “I always wanted to dress up as 
a princess and go to the royal ball, 

but I'm not allowed to because 
Australia doesn't have its own 

royal family.”



Gun

“I don't want to be a commie 
hippie like you guys!”



Hunks

   “Screw winning! I've got hunks!”



    Independence
Declaration

   “It would be amazing to have 
you as part of the Nordic club!”
“We share so much history, it 

would only make sense!”
-on Scottish independence



  Innocent's Assets

    “Well, that was embarrassing...”
“It's okay, Iceland. He took my 

money too.”
“Yeah, it's nothing to be 

embarrassed about.”



Lake

  “I  TOLD YOU TO GET THE HELL 
OUT OF MY POND SWEDEN!!!”



Loan

  “Aw man, I partied way too hard. 
Can I borrow money for the rent?”

  “Sure, but only if you cut down 
on the partying.”

“Sure, no problem.”



Marijuana

“I hate you! You're so evil! Why 
can't I smoke marijuana!?”



 Nuclear Stockpile

   “Don't worry Ukraine, I bring aid 
in your time of need.

HaHA! Fooled you! I actually bring 
bombs and invasion!

Aren't you at least a little 
surprised?”



The One Ring



Robot

“Behold!
I've invented the angry robot!”

“Impressive.”
“So...what does it do?”

     “Nothing. It's just really angry.”



Scholarship

   “Really? Did you -ahem- get rid 
of too many [women] too?”
“No. They're just...leaving.”



Seat of Power

“Your turn as leader of the
week is over Italy.”
“SCREW YOU!!!!”



            Second Best Hat

“I'm a hat”



 Sonic Screwdriver

   “Not that kind of doctor, Wales!”
  “It's always that kind of doctor.”



Sweden's Car

“Where did the bucket go?”
“And the sponge?”

“AND THE CAR YOU IDIOTS!!!”

Consequences of mistreating 
Poland











Lead Seeker

Decide how the money is divided 
and who wins in ties.



Leadership

Take the lead seeker card at the 
end of this turn.



Nothing

Always reclaim this card from 
your bid. If you bid no other cards 

draw an item.



Nothing

Always reclaim this card from 
your bid. If you bid no other cards 

draw an item.



Nothing

Always reclaim this card from 
your bid. If you bid no other cards 

draw an item.



Nothing

Always reclaim this card from 
your bid. If you bid no other cards 

draw an item.



Nothing

Always reclaim this card from 
your bid. If you bid no other cards 

draw an item.
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